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Dressi n g U p
By Armadillo Press

Anness Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Dressing Up, Armadillo Press,
With over 50 reusable stickers, this is a stimulating play-and-learn book for preschool kids. It is full
of photos of children and toys in various disguises - from a flashy film star to a scary skeleton, and
from brave superheroes to crazy clowns. Two pages of stickers include a fairy's magic wand, tools
for a carpenter, and a wicked witch's cauldron. You can find sparkly jewels, track down a sheriff's
badge and horse, locate the pirates' parrots, seek out new planets and stars for the astronauts to
visit, and much more. The bright pictures interact with the simple text to help develop skills. There's
no disguising the fact that children will absorb information while they have fun finding stickers,
answering simple questions or copying the actions of youngsters just like them. Children love
dressing up, and they will readily respond to the bright photographs of outfits and costumes inside
this book. It presents a child's-eye view of the world, combining pictures and simple text to help
them develop their reading skills. They will learn new words and ideas as they use interactive
stickers to hunt down hats for...
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Reviews
Without doubt, this is actually the best operate by any article writer. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been
written in an exceedingly straightforward way in fact it is only soon a er i finished reading through this book through which in fact changed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Miss Elissa K utch V
Absolutely essential go through pdf. Indeed, it really is play, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You will not truly feel monotony at at any
time of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Julia Mohr II
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